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Webster’s Dictionary defines merchandising as: “Sales promotion

as a comprehensive function including market research,

development of new products, coordinating production,

marketing, effective advertising, and selling.”

Merchandising is not just setting the case.  It is an all-encompassing

process for operating a successful deli.  It includes maintaining

the appearance of your department, preparing the products for

sale, and all other aspects of servicing your customers.  This

section will provide you with information on the various aspects

of deli merchandising including:

� Market Research

� Product Mix

� Case Merchandising

� Deli Product Cutting & Handling

� Signage

� Service Selling

� Sampling & Demo Guidelines

� Promotional Planning

When all of these functions are linked together, you will

increase your chances of running a successful and profitable deli

department in your store.
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A. MARKET RESEARCH

To understand your customers and know

what they want, you must conduct some

form of market research.  To design a

program for optimal sales you need to

gather information on your customer

profile, current food trends, and last but

not least, learn about your competition.

Good market research will help ensure

that when your customers shop in your

department, you will already know what

they want.  The following activities are some easy things you can do to gather

information that will make your marketing efforts more successful.

Customer Surveys Conduct a customer survey.  Ask them what their favorite foods

are, what new products they are most interested in, and any other questions that will

help you understand their needs.  The surveys can be as simple or as formal as you

like, and will give you the most accurate information you can get about what your

customers want from your deli.  

Store Demographics Review any information you already have on your store

demographics, considering ethnic influences and income levels of your customers.

Every store has a unique blend of customers, and understanding your customers will

help you offer products and services they want. 

Food Trends & New Products  Consider food and beverage trends, nationally,

regionally, and locally.  There are a number of ways to do this.  Food magazines and

trade journals are a great source of information on food trends.  You can also visit

popular stores, restaurants, and delis in your area.  Your vendors can also be a great

source of information.  One of the best ways to find new products is to ask your

distributor, or importer to review some of the top-selling items in your market. 
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Know Your Competition Learn more about your competition by visiting them

regularly.   Look closely at their products, prices and services.  Be sure to take note

of what they do well, or, what they don’t do well.  Be sure to visit a number of

retailers, delis, and restaurants in your area.  When you are there, take special note

of products that are being promoted, and the types of food that customers are

ordering or eating.

Customers often visit the deli because they have time constraints and want to be

served quickly.  That makes fast food restaurants, sandwich shops, and other delis

part of your competition.  Be sure to visit them as well and see what products and 

services they offer.
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B. PRODUCT MIX

Selecting a Product Mix Whether deli meat or cheese, you need to consider a

product selection that offers a variety of deli products for your customers to choose

from.  There are a lot of ways to select your product mix, but a good variety of

products is the key.  Selecting the right product mix is also key to maintaining good

profit margins.  If you only sell popular high volume products, your sales will be

limited to products with lower profit margins. Your product mix should also include

other specialty products that carry higher profit margins.

Product Mix & Profitability One way to do this is to use a multiple-tier of products

that combines low-margin, high-volume products as well as specialty products that

yield higher margins.  Consider how this works with a popular item like ham.  By

offering a range of styles like, cooked or restructured ham, whole muscle smoked

ham, honey cured ham, and prosciutto—you offer four different choices and four

different price ranges for the customer to choose from.  The odds are that at least a

portion of your customers will choose a ham with a higher profit margin, especially if

you use suggestive selling and sampling to show them new alternatives.  

Stocking a wider selection of different priced products gives your deli greater appeal

to a broad cross-section of customers.  It is also a great way to improve your gross

margins in the process.  For more information on how product mix can help improve

gross profit, refer to Section 5     Deli Profitability.

Product Mix and Merchandising 

How you merchandise your product mix is

also a factor to consider.  If you place all

of your high-volume, low-margin

products in the same area, your customers

will never be exposed to the other high-

margin products.  Be sure to intersperse

high-volume, low-margin items, and

specialty or high-margin items together in

your case sets.  Listed on the next page are

some of the items you should consider stocking as part of your deli product mix.
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HAM & PORK DELI MEATS

Restructured & Whole Muscle Styles

Low-Fat & Low-Sodium Styles

Cooked Ham 

Baked Ham 

Glazed Ham

Honey Cured Ham

Naturally Smoked Ham

Copocollo 

Coppa

Prosciutto

Country Style Ham

BEEF DELI MEATS

Restructured & Whole Muscle Styles

Low-Fat and Low-Sodium Style

Roast Beef

Smoked Roast Beef

Peppered Beef

Pastrami

Corned Beef

Bologna

Beef Hot Dogs/Frankfurters

Beef Summer Sausage

Beef Salami/Hard

CHICKEN & TURKEY DELI PRODUCTS

Restructured & Whole Muscle Styles

Low-Fat & Low-Sodium Styles

Oven Roasted Breast Skin-On

Oven Roasted Breast Skin-Removed

Naturally Smoked Breast

Honey/Glazed Breast

Specialty Flavors/Cajun, BBQ

Chicken & Turkey Bologna

Chicken & Turkey Ham

Chicken & Turkey Sausage

Chicken & Turkey Pastrami

Chicken & Turkey Hot Dogs & Frankfurters

DELI SLICING CHEESES

Cheddar

Monterey Jack

Colby

Aged Swiss

Baby Swiss

Mozzarella

Mild Provolone

Havarti

Edam

Smoked Gouda

Processed Cheese Slices

Low-Fat & Low-Sodium Varieties
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C. DELI CASE MERCHANDISING

Merchandising your deli case is one of the

most important aspects of your

merchandising program.  Since customers

shop with their eyes, how your case looks to

them is very important. In this section, we

will discuss some of the different deli cases,

deli products, and merchandising styles that

can be used in your deli.  We will also detail

some guidelines you can follow to maintain

your deli case and its appearance.  Since

merchandising your case is so important, this section will also be covered in greater

detail in the accompanying video.

1. CASE SETS

Cases, Products and Merchandising Style There are many different types of deli cases,

deli products, and merchandising techniques.  Here are some guidelines on how you can

mix and match them in your deli.

Self-Service Coffin Case  Self-service, open

topped cases are known as coffin cases, and

adapt easily to different styles of

merchandising.  They typically have

adjustable bottoms that hold different

inventories, and 

enough space for large or bulk pieces of

meat or cheese.  They can be utilized

effectively to merchandise:

� Pre-Cut Random Weight Deli Cheeses

� Pre-Packaged Sliced Meats, Poultry & Sausages
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� Pre-Packaged Sliced Cheeses

� Pre-Packaged Prepared Salads

� Pre-Packaged Sandwiches

� Ready-to-Heat/Ready-to-Eat Deli Products

— Deli Prepared Pizza

— Wraps

— Pre-Packed Entrées

Service Coffin Cases  Open coffin cases

can be placed between customers and a

staffed work area, allowing staff and

customers to interact over the case.  Since

service is available, the case can be

merchandised with any of the products

used in a self-service case, or bulk pieces

of meat and cheese that require cutting or

slicing to order.  Portions of the back rails

can be used for cross-merchandising other

products.  But, use caution not to block access between staff and customers.

When these cases are placed in non-service areas it affects what type of products can

be merchandised.  When cases are self-service it is especially important that you use

good signage on all products.  These cases work well for merchandising:

� Pre-Cut Random Weight Deli Cheeses

� Pre-Packaged Sliced Meats, Poultry & Sausages

� Pre-Packaged Sliced Cheeses

� Pre-Packaged Prepared Salads

� Pre-Packaged Sandwiches

� Ready-to-Heat/Ready-to-Eat Deli Products

� Bulk Deli Meats, Poultry & Sausages (For Service/Slicing)

� Deli Cheese Loaves (For Service/Slicing)
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Self-Service Tiered or Multi-Level Cases

Tiered deck cases bring product higher

and closer to eye level.  The products are

spread out in a shallow fashion, requiring

less inventory to fill the cases.  They are

easy to set and maintain.  Their only

limitation is that the shelf spaces are too

short to merchandise large or bulk pieces

of meat or cheese.  The top of the case is

a good place to cross-merchandise other

products like bread, crackers, specialty mustards, pickles, etc.  When using self-service

cases, it is very important to use good signage on all products.  These cases work well

for merchandising:

� Pre-Cut Random Weight Deli Cheeses

� Pre-Packaged Sliced Meats, Poultry & Sausages

� Pre-Packaged Sliced Cheeses

� Pre-Packaged Prepared Salads

� Pre-Packaged Sandwiches

� Ready-to-Heat/Ready-to-Eat Deli Products

Upright Case as a Back Wall Upright deli

cases make product visible for customers

and provide easy access for staff.  Flexible

shelving heights allow you to stock

different types of bulk meats and

cheeses. Merchandising a case behind a

service counter is one way to attractively

merchandise your back-up inventory.

Products that work best include:

� Bulk Deli Meats, Sausages & Poultry

(For Slicing or Product Display)

� Bulk Deli Cheeses (For Slicing or

Product Display)
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Self-Service Upright Cases Upright, self-service cases can also be used as self-service

cases for cheese displays, prepared foods, and other grab-and-go deli foods.  They

bring products higher and closer to eye level.  Adjustable shelves allow different types

of products to be part of the display.  Hang pegs for sliced meats and cheeses also

work well in this style of case.  Be sure to take advantage of the top of the case.  

Even if the goods cannot be reached for sale, they are a great place to set up themed

promotional displays.  Products that merchandise well in this type of case include:

� Small Pre-Cut Random Weight Deli

Cheeses

� Pre-Packaged Sliced Meats, Poultry &

Sausages (Hang Peg)

� Pre-Packaged Sliced Cheeses (Hang Peg)

� Pre-Packaged Sandwiches

� Ready-to-Heat/Ready-to-Eat Deli Products

Closed-Front (Glass) Service Cases These case types are most often associated with

the “service” deli.  Case types include Straight, Upright, Glass-Front Cases, and cases

that are known as European Style Cases

which have curved glass on the front.

Their common denominators are that both

cases allow you to display products behind

glass, and service is required for customers

to get them.

Straight Upright Service Case The Straight

Upright Case offers a lot of space to

merchandise products and typically has a large, flat top.  That’s why they are also

known as “flat tops.”  The space on top of the case can be used as a counter top and is
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very conducive to merchandising other dry goods and un-refrigerated deli products.

Use the merchandising space to cross-sell deli products, but don’t block all of the space

between you and your customers.  Leave enough open space to accommodate product

scales for weighing and labeling products, and to allow staff to interact with and pass

products to your customers.  Products most often merchandised in these cases include:

� Bulk Deli Meats, Poultry & Sausages (For Service/Slicing)

� Bulk Deli Cheeses (For Service/Slicing)

� Pre-sliced Meats Poultry, & Sausages (Ready to Portion)

� Pre-sliced Cheeses (Ready to Portion)

� Bulk Prepared Cold Salads 

European Style Service Cases These curved,

glass-fronted cases show off any deli

products to their best and are easy to

merchandise.  Typically, the glass front of

the case can be raised to merchandise the

case from the front. They work well for

cross-merchandising deli products and

presenting them in a bulk display.  Their only drawback is that the top of the case

has limited space and is not always suitable for scales, or cross-merchandising other

deli products.  Products most often merchandised in these cases include:

� Bulk Deli Meats, Poultry & Sausages (For Service/Slicing)

� Bulk Deli Cheeses (For Service/Slicing)

� Pre-Sliced Meats, Poultry, & Sausages (Ready to Portion)

� Pre-Sliced Cheeses (Ready to Portion)

� Bulk Prepared Cold Salads
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Setting a Service Deli Case Setting a case takes practice and patience, and it doesn’t

happen by accident.  There are many different styles of merchandising, products and cases

to consider.   (Since setting a case is so visual and important, there is a special section in

the accompanying video on setting a deli case.)

For our purpose here, let’s consider some of the steps in setting a deli case.

Prepare the Case Clean and sanitize the

case and line the racks with some sort of

case liner fabric.  The fabric cloth allows the

air to flow through the case, but stops

debris from falling into the fans and drain in

the lower part of the case.  The cloth also

grips products so they remain stationary as

you place them in the case.

Choose Your Product Mix Determine which

products you wish to place in the case and in

what area.  In this case we will separate the

case into three sections including:

� Deli Slicing Meats, Poultry & Sausages

� Deli Slicing Cheeses

� Prepared Cold Salads

Merchandise Your Product Mix Make sure to

mix high-volume items and specialty items

together in the case.
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Merchandise Bulk Product  Whenever possible

merchandise bulk meats, cheeses and sausages

to show off the products.  Even if you have

pre-sliced meats and cheeses available, there

should be some bulk meat and cheese in the

case, either in its entire package or a piece

that has been cut and faced.

Face Meats and Cheeses towards the Customer When you cut meats or cheeses, be sure

to cut them so the face is angled toward the customer.

Establish a Varied Landscape   A combination of bulk sliced and prepared products can be

displayed together in the case to make your case more attractive.  Platters and bowls may

also be added on shelves. 

Garnish Whenever possible use fruits,

vegetables, and other deli products to garnish

your case.  Try to select foods that are colorful

and durable.  For example, kale is a deeper

green than lettuce, and holds up for weeks on

display. When you use fresh vegetables, fruits

and other perishable products, check them on

a daily basis to make sure they look fresh.  It is

better to rotate them out of the case while they

are still in sellable condition than leave them so long that they degrade and must be

thrown away. When merchandising these products in your case, be sure to wash them

before and after using them as garnish. 
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You can also cross-merchandise the case with other companion foods and deli products

that are not perishable.  Here are some thought starters for good garnishes that will hold

up well in your displays.

VEGETABLES

� Kale � Whole Onions

� Endive � Garlic Heads

� Lemon Leaves � Bell Peppers (Red, Yellow, Green)

� Lettuce & Leafy Greens � Tomatoes

FRUITS

� Lemons � Grapes

� Oranges � Pineapples

� Tangerines � Mangos

� Melons � Papayas

� Apples � Kiwis

� Pears

DELI PRODUCTS & DRY GOODS

� Fresh Breads � Jars of Special Mustards 

� Packaged Crackers � Olives

� Bulk Meats & Cheeses � Pickles & Other Condiments

Sign the Case After you are done merchandising

the case with products, place signs on all

products that are for sale in the case.
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2. CASE MAINTENANCE

Even after your case is set it takes a certain amount of work to maintain its appearance.

Here is a checklist for some of the things you should consider doing to maintain your

case on a daily, weekly, and monthly basis.

DAILY

1. Straighten all meat and cheese displays.

2. Cut clean faces on bulk meats and cheeses.

3. Make a list of meats and cheeses that need to be cut or restocked.

4. If inventory is low, spread out the display to better fill the case with the

remaining products.

5. Prepare a list of products for demo or sampling.

6. Make sure advertised items are signed and priced properly.

7. Clean the glass and dust the top of the case and counters.

8. Straighten all cross-merchandising displays and make a restock/order list.

9. Pull out-of-date items and document shrink or loss.

10. Cut or pre-slice meats and cheeses for the day.

11. Make sure sanitizing and cleaning solutions are fresh and the towels are clean.

12. Clean and sanitize the slicing and wrapping stations, counter tops, cutting

boards and all cutting tools.
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WEEKLY

1. Rotate stock as you receive it.

2. Keep back stock to a minimum and keep the display case full.

3. Clean coolers; sweep and mop floors.

4. Evaluate orders to keep inventory under control.

5. If you have significant inventories of products that are close to their

expiration dates, put them on a list of products to be promoted aggressively

through in-store promotions like sampling, demos, and daily specials.

6. Change display themes and promotions as needed.

MONTHLY

1. Plan out next month’s promotions or themed displays.

2. Meet with other departments in your store to plan cross-merchandising.

3. Conduct inventory on all products.

4. Check current prices with vendors and verify that your mark-ups or margins

are consistent with price fluctuations.

USDEC-USAPEEC-USMEF
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D. DELI PRODUCT CUTTING & HANDLING

Make sure that you follow proper sanitary

guidelines when you handle any deli

products.  Work with safety in mind and

make sure that you respect all the knives

and cutting tools that you use.  Deli

employees should understand basic knife

skills and how to safely operate slicers and

other deli equipment.  Whenever in doubt,

refer to your store’s guidelines.

1. DELI MEATS, POULTRY & SAUSAGES

Deli Meat Cutting Tools Choosing the proper cutting tools ensures efficient use of labor

and reduces waste.  Keep tools clean and sharpened at all times.  Here is a list of tools

that are recommended for your deli:

Opening Product Packages  When opening

packages of deli meat and poultry there are

some key things to consider.  The outside of

the product package has been exposed to an

open environment while in storage.  You

don’t want to contaminate the meat inside

the package with the outside of the package.

DELI KNIVES

1. Chef’s knife for deli meats and sausages.

2. Open face serrated knife for pâtés and fresh sausages (like 

Braunsweiger) and bread. 

3. Paring knife for scoring meat casings and opening product packages.

4. Slicer for deli slicing meats.

USDEC-USAPEEC-USMEF
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Before you cut open the plastic, it is a good idea to wipe down the outside of the

package with a cloth that has been dampened in a sanitizing solution.  This will reduce

cross-contamination.

Excess Liquid When opening certain deli slicing meats and poultry, there may be a

certain amount of excess liquid or purge in the bag.  The liquid is a natural part of the

process that keeps meat moist after cooking and while in distribution.  However, excess

liquid should be drained off before handling the meat further. 

When the bag is first opened it is best to remove the entire package, and allow the

surface of the meat to drain or dry slightly before slicing or re-packaging the product.

The best way to do this is to lightly pat the surface of the drained meat with 

a clean paper towel.

Cutting/Facing Deli Meats, Poultry & Sausages When displaying bulk meats that are out

of the package, cut off a slice of the meat to expose the open face of the interior.  This

shows off the meat grain, texture, color and quality.   

Cut Deli Meat Faces on Angles The best way

to make this cut is at a bias angle sloping

down from the back/top of the meat to the

bottom/front.  This puts the product at an

angle that directly faces the customer and

exposes the largest cut of meat.  You should

also use this technique when combining bulk

and pre-sliced meat on the same platters for

your deli case. Since some cases are at

different levels or angles, first place the whole meat in the case and then determine the

proper angle to make the face cut based on the eye level of the meat.    

Cut Fresh Meat Faces Daily On a daily basis you should take a thin slice off the face of

the meat to maintain its fresh appearance.  If the faced meats in your deli case are not
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wrapped, you may have to do this twice a day.  After you have faced the meats, it is best

to wrap them with clear plastic wrap while they are on display.  This keeps the meat moist

and in good condition while on display and prevent possible cross-contamination.    

Thick Sliced Deli Meat  It is not recommended to slice deli meats thick.  Most deli meats

are best sliced thin or shaved.  Notable exceptions would be meats and poultry that are

sliced thick for grilling or entrée cuts.  Examples might be ham steaks for grilling or turkey

breast for a turkey dinner.    

Thin Sliced Deli Meat  Slicing meat thinly exposes more of the meat’s surface area.  This

allows the full flavor of deli meats, poultry, and sausages to come through.  Thin slices

taste better, stack better on sandwiches, and are more tender and easier to eat. 

Whole muscle meats can be sliced thin, but the slice should be thick enough to maintain

the grain of the meat and not fall apart.  Here are some deli meats we recommend sliced

semi-thin to thin:

� Whole Muscle Ham

� Whole Muscle Beef

� Whole Muscle Chicken Breast

� Whole Muscle Turkey Breast

� Fresh Cooked Sausages (i.e. Bologna)

� Dry Sausages (Firm & Hard)
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Shaved Meats Shaved meats are sliced almost paper thin.  Shaving makes for the most

flavorful and tender deli meats, however, not all meats can be shaved.  Whole muscle

meats do not shave well.  The natural grain of the muscle separates and shreds into tiny

pieces.  Restructured meats are best for shaving and include:

� Restructured Ham

� Restructured Beef

� Restructured Chicken

� Restructured Turkey

Slicing Meat Before you slice any products, you need to be familiar with how to safely

operate the slicer.  If you are not comfortable with how to operate the slicer, check with

your manager.  Here is a checklist to follow when slicing deli meats:
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SLICING MEAT

Safety is your first concern.  Be sure you know how to safely operate the slicer.

Check to see that the slicer is clean before you start.

If you are pre-slicing, set your slicer thickness to the recommended setting for

the meat you are slicing.  Slice one or two pieces to check the slice thickness

before proceeding.

If you are custom cutting meat for a customer, cut one or two slices to be sure

you have a full, even, representative slice of meat.  Show the slice to the

customer before you proceed to slice the rest of the order.

As you push the slicer with your right hand, catch the meat slice with your left

hand as it falls from the machine.  Do not reach up to get it, but let it fall into

your left hand.  Continue to stack the slices as you proceed.
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Pre-Sliced Meat  Pre-slicing a certain amount

of deli meats and cheeses is cost effective and

productive.  However, it is always best to have

some form of bulk product properly faced and

on display near the sliced product.  After meat

has been sliced, its surface is more exposed to

air and the effects of drying out.  Keep a

reasonable amount of pre-sliced product open

and on display, and the majority of the pre-sliced

meat wrapped, and sealed as back stock.

Facing & Cutting Sausages Many dry sausages are faced at a much steeper angle than

other deli muscle meats.  Since they are smaller in diameter, this helps display much more

of the beautiful texture and color of sausages.  When sliced for customers, they are sliced

straight across the sausage, not at an angle like the bulk display pieces.
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CHEESE KNIVES

1. Double-handled knife for large styles of firm and hard cheeses

2. Chef’s knife for bulk cheeses

3. Brie knife

4. Cheese planer for shaving samples

5. Spreader for soft cheeses

6. Paring knife for scoring and for cutting small pieces of cheese and

opening packages 

7. Parmesan knife for hard cheeses

8. Cheese Slicer for deli slicing cheeses

CHEESE WIRES

1. Hard wires for firm and hard cheeses

2. Fishing-line cutter for soft, semi-soft and firm cheeses

3. Cuber for slabs, sticks and cubes…efficient for portion control

4. Platform wire cutter for slicing semi-soft to firm cheeses

USDEC-USAPEEC-USMEF

2. DELI CHEESES

Deli Cheese Cutting Tools  Choosing the

proper tools ensures efficient use of labor

and reduces waste.  Keep tools clean and

sharpened at all times.  Here is a list of tools

you will find helpful in your deli:

USDEC-USAPEEC-USMEF
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Cheese WiresCheese Knives
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Color-Coded Cutting Boards  Color-coded

cutting boards were developed to eliminate

cross-contamination of food products and

work well for different deli products. You

can cut certain types of product on different

colored boards.  For example, you may cut

cheeses on a yellow board and meat on a

red board.

Cheese Cutting Tips   Correct cutting and wrapping form the basis of good

merchandising.  Good cutting produces neat pieces of cheese that impress your

customers and help sell more cheese.  Use these tips to make the job easier 

and more profitable:
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CHEESE CUTTING TIPS 

When using a deli slicer, be sure you know how to safely operate it.

Check to see if the slicer is clean before you start.

Cut for sales.  How much and how often you cut depends on the shelf-life and

sales of the cheese.  For most cheeses, cut as much as you plan to sell in a

one-week period. 

Cut enough soft, fresh cheese for one day.

Avoid cutting pieces of six ounces or less because they break and mold quickly.

Never cut more than you can wrap in 30 minutes.

If cut cheese is not wrapped immediately, keep the cheese covered while waiting

for individual pieces to be wrapped.

Hard cheeses are easier to cut if you allow them to stand at room temperature

for several hours before cutting.

When cutting waxed cheeses, cover a cutting board with plastic wrap to prevent

wax from smearing onto the board.



Trimming Mold on Cheese  Typically, molds

that grow on cheese are not harmful.  For

many varieties like Brie or Blue, visible

mold is part of the cheese as it cures.  In

cheeses like Cheddar or Swiss, mold is not

supposed to be visible and should be

removed from the cheese as soon as it

appears.  Using a clean knife, cut 1/8”-1/4”

(3-6 mm) below the mold, and discard the moldy trim.

Check cheese daily for unwanted mold.  If the mold is given time to penetrate 

the body of the cheese it will affect its

flavor and the entire cheese will have 

to be discarded.

Scoring the Wax or Rind  Scoring makes it

easier to pull a wire through waxed and

hard-rind cheeses.  Score with a sharp

paring knife, making sure to score all the

way around the cheese.  Use a ruler for

straight cuts.

Manufacturer’s Product Labels  They are

both attractive and informative, add color

to your case and contain useful information,

such as nutrition analysis and serving

suggestions.  On cheeses like Brie, these

labels are placed in a crown around the

entire cheese. Always score through crown

labels before you cut through the cheese. 
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Handling Soft Cheeses Leave Cream cheese

and other soft cheeses in their original

wrapper; it protects the shape of the cheese

during cutting, wrapping and displaying.

Score the wrapper before cutting.  Many

manufacturers provide cutting lines on 

their wrappers.

Handling Cheese With Surface or Interior

Mold Handle cheeses such as Brie or Blue, last.

Always tag equipment (with blue markers or

stickers) and use exclusively for cutting Blue-

veined cheeses.

Blue-veined cheeses tend to weep; wipe

them down with a paper towel before

scoring and cutting.

Cut a Variety of Shapes and Sizes

Your cheese case should include random-size

pieces to satisfy different customers’ needs.

Sometimes the shape of the cut is as important

as the weight.  Cut sticks and half moons from

cylindrical-shaped cheeses, such as Provolone;

slices from a stick fit nicely on crackers.
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Cutting a quarter wheel into wedges

produces cake cuts.  When cutting hard

cheeses, start cuts through the exposed

interior face of the cheese, not the rind.

Produce pie cuts by cutting a quarter wheel

in half horizontally, then into wedges.  

When cutting wedges of firm and hard

cheeses, trim the point.  Not only does it

make cutting wedges easier, it prevents the

point from tearing through the film or

bending and allowing air to enter the

wrapped cheese.

Slices from Cheddar sticks are the perfect

size for serving on crackers.

Cheddar triangles, made by cutting

diagonally across a square piece, work well

for catering and gift baskets.
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